Pig polyurethane discs and cups for Oil pipe cleaning
The establishment of LLC
EUROGOMMA-RUSSIA in one of

the World leading countries for the
extraction and production of Oil has
permitted the EUROGOMMA
Group to expand our field of
intervention to the Oil industry.
The recognised high Quality of our
polyurethane elastomers and our
appreciated creativity and
engineering ability has convinced
new clients to contact us for the
supply of discs and cups to install on
pigs cleaning Oil pipes.

Pigs are very efficient to clean Oil pipe lines and the role of the polyurethane
discs and cups is crucial to guarantee good cleaning all along the pipe length.
Flexible but strong discs are excellent to remain in constant touch with the
internal surface of the pipe so to erase the most of Oil solid residuals.
Like in other installations the Wear life of our products is crucial.
In fact durability of discs and cups permits the pig to cover long distances
without requiring maintenance.

Therefore long life of discs and cups gets
reflected into cleaning efficiency and
consequently into cost reduction.

Once again the Quality of our spare parts is the
key of a great and efficient work on large scale.

If the quality of our polyurethane is surely the base of the long durability of our products it must be anyway considered
that the design and engineering of our discs and cups is the durability improver.
Our discs are designed to offer elevated flexibility but anyway with strong structure so prevent breakages and damages
during the cleaning procedure.
The pig passing across the pipe creates heavy fatigue on the cup and disc edges and that is why a stable structure is
needed to let the product resist.
Our cups and discs are internally reinforced to offer superior tensile strength.
Our discs have reinforced shoulders at the edges to better resist abrasion and guarantee long durability.
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Eurogomma can offer a full range of pigging products, pigging
discs, pigging cups, polyurethane discs, polyurethane cups.
Our products for pipe pigs and pipe pigging are especially made
of pigging discs and pigging cups
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